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Collision effects on the saturated electrostatic potential
along a magnetic field line

I. Katanuma,a) Y. Tatematsu, K. Ishii, T. Saito, and K. Yatsu
Plasma Research Center, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba-City 305-8577, Japan

~Received 22 August 2002; accepted 13 December 2002!

The Coulomb collision effects on a saturated electrostatic potential~plug potential! formation in the
end-mirror cell of a tandem mirror were investigated by a Monte Carlo simulation of ion orbits. A
non-Maxwellian electron distribution function, which leads to a modified Boltzmann law, is
assumed to obtain the electrostatic potential. An ion velocity distribution is determined by the Monte
Carlo simulation of ions. It was found that a saturated electrostatic potential is formed in a wide
range of the Coulomb collisionality. Especially, fewer Coulomb collisions were found to create a
higher saturated electrostatic potential along a magnetic field, although the Coulomb collisions are
necessary for a saturated electrostatic potential formation. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the area of nuclear fusion, it has been proposed
the electrostatic potential is created along a magnetic fi
line positively to improve the confinement of plasmas alo
magnetic field lines in an open-ended magnetic confinem
device,1–5 which is called a ‘‘tandem mirror.’’ The subse
quent experimental efforts at demonstrating the electros
potential formation along a magnetic field line have revea
that the electrostatic potential in the end-mirror cells in
tandem mirror is created by a different mechanism from
theoretical concept.6,7 That is, a high energy, magnetical
trapped ion population is not necessary for electrostatic
tential formation along a magnetic field line, and the ele
trons do not obey the traditional Boltzmann law in the ent
region of the end-mirror cells of a tandem mirror.

Recently, a basic experiment has been carried ou
demonstrate the electrostatic potential formation in a m
netic mirror when electron cyclotron resonance heat
~ECRH! is applied to heat electrons in a magnetic mirro8

where the experimental condition is similar to the pres
tandem mirror except that the ratio of Debye length to
system size is very different from each other. An electrost
particle simulation was performed with the same condit
as the above basic experiment and illustrated electros
potential formation in a mirror cell.9 The essential mecha
nism of electrostatic potential formation is that the cha
separation of ions and electrons occurs due to the supp
sion of electron motion along a magnetic field line by ECR

On the other hand, we have carried out a Monte Ca
simulation10–12 by taking into account Coulomb collision
and have shown that the electrostatic potential can be for
along a magnetic field line in the mirror cell,13,14 where the

a!Electronic mail: katanuma@prc.tsukuba.ac.jp
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condition used in the Monte Carlo simulation is similar
that of a tandem mirror experiment. The major differences
our work13,14 from the previous work8,9 is that, first, the ef-
fects of Coulomb collisions are included in the dynamics
ions along a magnetic field line and, second, the charge n
trality condition is used to obtain the electrostatic potent
so that the electrons do not obey the traditional Boltzma
law in our electrostatic potential mechanism. Therefore,
field aligned electrostatic potential formation13,14 corre-
sponds to a presheath potential formation mechanism15

while the electrostatic potential formation8,9 is a sheath po-
tential formation.

The Coulomb collisions are plausible candidates fo
saturated electrostatic potential formation along a magn
field line in a mirror cell because the plasma production
quired to maintain the charge neutral condition for a sa
rated electrostatic potential formation~a plug potential for-
mation! is larger than the amount of present tandem mir
experiments.16 A saturated electrostatic potential formatio
has been demonstrated by a Monte Carlo simulation in R
14, where the ratio of Coulomb collision time to ion trans
time with thermal speed fromzb to zm was fixed. The pur-
pose of this article, therefore, is to make clear the dep
dence of a magnitude of Coulomb collisions required for
saturated electrostatic potential formation on the resul
maximum of electrostatic potential~plug potential!.

II. MODIFIED BOLTZMANN LAW

Henceforth we consider a neutral plasma. Due to
smaller mass of electrons than that of ions, electrons
assumed to satisfy the pressure balance along a mag
field line, i.e., inertia terms are neglected in the equation
motion. If the electrons have an isotropic pressure with c
stant temperatureTe , the electron densityne obeys the tra-
ditional Boltzmann law, that is, e(w(z)2w(0))
5Te ln$ne(z)/ne(0)%, wheree is unit charge andw(z) is the
magnitude of electrostatic potential at the axial coordinatz.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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The electron distribution function usually deviates fro
Maxwellian greatly when electrons are heated by stro
ECRH.17 In the end-mirror cell~plug/thermal barrier region!
of a tandem mirror, electrons are heated by a strong ECR
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create magnetically trapped high energy electrons. The n
Maxwellian electrons no longer obey the traditional Bolt
mann law. To see this we assume the electron distribu
function in the regionzb<z<zm , shown in Fig. 1 as
f e5H necS me

2pTec
D 3/2

expH 2
«1ew i

Tec
J for «>mBi2ew i ,

necS me

2pTec
D 3/2

expH 2
«1ew i2aemBi

~12ae!Tec
J for «,mBi2ew i ,

~1!
ir-

An

-
a

axi-
whereTec and nec , the electron temperature and density
z5zi , me , electron mass, andB is the magnetic field
strength. The quantities« andm are the electron total energ
(«5 1

2mev
22ew) and magnetic moment (m5 1

2mev'
2 /B),

wherev is velocity andv' is the velocity component per
pendicular to a magnetic field. A constantae gives an anisot-
ropy of electron distribution function, but theae should sat-
isfy the condition ae<Bb /Bi in order that the electron
distribution function~1! does not have to be infinite in th
region Bb<B<Bm ~i.e., zb<z<zm) when m→` with «
5mB. The subscriptsi and m denote the quantity atz5zi

and atz5zm , and, henceforth, we assumeBi5Bm for sim-
plicity.

In the definition of the electron distribution function~1!
the electrons, which are Maxwellian atz5zi , flow into the
mirror cell (zi<z<zm) and the electrons trapped in the m
ror cell are heated by ECRH to be non-Maxwellian. Here
electrons are assumed to be supplied continuously atz5zi

with a Maxwellian distribution function.
The electron densityne(z) (zb<z<zm) is obtained by

integrating Eq.~1! in the appropriate velocity space as

ne~z!5
B~z!nec

ApTec
3/2 S F E

mBb2ewb

`

d«E
0

me** dm

1E
mBi2ew i

`

d«E
me**

`

dmG
3

1

~«2mB~z!1ew~z!!1/2
expH 2

«1ew i

Tec
J

1E
mB(z)2ew(z)

mBi2ew i
d«E

me*

`

dm
1

~«2mB~z!1ew~z!!1/2

3expH 2
«1ew i2aemBi

~12ae!Tec
J D . ~2!

Here me* [e(w(z)2w i)/(B(z)2Bi) and me** [e(wb

2w i)/(Bb2Bi). With the assumptions ofe(w2wb)/Tec

@1 andme** Bi /Tec@1, the integration in Eq.~2! is carried
out to be14
t

e

e~w~z!2wb!.~12ae!Tec lnH Bb@B~z!2aeBi #

B~z!@Bb2aeBi #

ne~z!

neb
J .

~3!

Hereneb[ne(zb).
The distribution function of electrons trapped in the m

ror cell in Eq.~1! is written as

f e5necS me

2pTec
D 3/2

expH 2

1
2mev i

2

~12ae!Tec

2

1
2mev'

2

~12ae!

~12aeBi /Bb!
Tec

1
e~wb2w i !

~12ae!TecJ at z5zb .

This electron distribution functionf e is bi-Maxwellian with
two component temperaturesTei , Te' parallel and perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field line atz5zb . Here Tei5(1
2ae)Tec and Te'5(12ae)/(12aeBi /Bb)Tec . Equation
~3! reduces to

e~w~z!2wb!5Tei lnH FTe'

Tei
1S 12

Te'

Tei
D Bb

B~z!G ne~z!

neb
J ,

~4!

by usingTei andTe' .

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the end mirror cell in a tandem mirror.
arrow→ with a marka represents the orbits of ions input fromz5zi . The
arrows → with each markb, c and d are the orbits of ions trapped
magnetically and electrostatically. The short arrow↔ represents the transi
tion of ion orbit due to the Coulomb collisions. The solid curve shows
magnetic field, and dashed curve is an electrostatic potential. A local m
mum of the electrostatic potential profile is assumed atz5zp , which is
called ‘‘plug point.’’
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Equation~4! is the modified Boltzmann law, which give
the relation of the electrostatic potentialw(z) to the electron
densityne(z). If the ion density is determined by solving th
kinetic equation, the electrostatic potential is obtained by
~4! and the charge neutrality conditionne(z)5ni(z).

III. RESULTS OF MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Ions have a larger inertia term than electrons in th
kinetic equation so that ion kinetic effects should be tak
into account for the electrostatic potential formation. It
known that the plasma presheath formation requires s
mobility limited motion for ions15 or plasma production18 in
order to maintain the charge neutrality condition. The sa
rated electrostatic potential formation in a mirror cell wi
non-Maxwellian electrons also requires such plas
production16,19or the effects of Coulomb collisions suppres
ing the motion for ions.14

In order to take into account the Coulomb collisions
ions, we carry out a Monte Carlo simulation~the details of
the code were described in Refs. 10–14!. A brief description
of the code is mentioned in the following. Let us consider
test ions with distribution functionf test(v)5d(v2U), where
d() is Dirac delta function and the test ions are assumed
have the same velocityU at time t. With the help of the
linearized Fokker–Planck equation,10 the time evolutions of
the test ion mean velocity moments reduce to

]U

]t
[

U

UE dv
U•v
U

] f test~v !

]t

5U (
a5 i ,e

S 11
mi

ma
D S 2Aaa

p

1

U2
exp$2aaU2%

2
1

U3
erf$AaaU% D Ga ,

]U'
2

]t
[E dvS U3v

U D 2] f test~v !

]t

5
2

U (
a5 i ,e

F 1

Apaa

1

U
exp$2aaU2%

1S 12
1

2aaU2D erf$AaaU%GGa ,

]DU i
2

]t
[E dvS U•~v2U!

U D 2] f test~v !

]t

5
2

U (
a5 i ,e

S 2
1

Apaa

1

U
exp$2aaU2%

1
1

2aaU2
erf$AaaU% D Ga , ~5!

whereGa[(4pnae4/mi
2)ln Lai , aa[ma /2Ta , and erf() is

the error function. The test ions with velocityU at time t
have an average velocityU2DU after a time intervaldt,
whereDU5dt(]U/]t). The probability of the ion having a
Downloaded 04 Apr 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AIP
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velocity U2DU1vpara1vperp at time t1dt is given in
terms of the probabilities gi(vpara)5(1/A2ps i)
3exp$2(vpara2DU)2/2s i

2%, and g'(vperp)5(1/A2ps')
3exp$2vperp

2 /2s'
2 %, where s i

25dt(]DU i
2/]t), s'

2

5dt(]U'
2 /]t), and vpara[v•U/U, vperp[v2vpara. Here

gi(vpara) andg'(vperp) give the probabilities of the test ion
having the components ofvpara and vperp. Further informa-
tion on the procedure needed to give the effect of Coulo
collisions on the test ions will be found in Ref. 10.

We are interested in the electrostatic potential alon
magnetic field line, so that ion orbits are calculated on
along a magnetic field line, i.e.,

dz

dt
5v i , v i5Ami

2
~«2mB~z!2ew~z!!, ~6!

where thez-coordinate is the axial coordinate, and magne
field lines near the axis in a mirror device can be conside
to be parallel to the axial coordinate within a long thin a
proximation~i.e., with the assumption ofradial scale length
! axial scale length!. Therefore, the coordinate along
magnetic field line coincides with thez-axis. The quantities«
andm are the ion total energy and magnetic moment, resp
tively.

Figure 1 illustrates the axial profile of a magnetic fie
under consideration and an expected steady state electro
potential profile. The ions are continuously supplied atzi

with a Maxwellian distribution function of temperatureTi ,
the orbit of passing ions are illustrated by a symbola. The
passing ions change to shallow trapped ions due to Coulo
collisions with field ions and electrons, and the shallo
trapped ions denoted by a symbolb can pass through the
electrostatic potential maximum~called plug! at zp in Fig. 1.
Further Coulomb collisions make a shallow trapped ion in
a deeply trapped ion, denoted by symbolsc andd in Fig.
1, and the deeply trapped ions cannot pass through the
due to their low kinetic energy parallel to the magnetic fie
line. The deeply trapped ions accumulate in the mirror c
and, finally, the ions there become Maxwellian with the sa
temperatureTi as that of the passing ions atzi .

In order to take into account the effect of no
Maxwellian ions in the steady state, we include a radial lo
to test ions artificially, as follows. That is, an ion loss tim
t loss is introduced. The uniform random numberjk ~a num-
ber from 0 to 1! is introduced for thekth test ion. The num-
ber jk is compared with the magnitude of exp$2tk /tloss%,
where the timetk is measured from the time when thekth
test ion was input atzi in Fig. 1. If jk.exp$2tk /tloss%, the
kth test ion is lost from the mirror cell. Because we a
looking for the steady state of electrostatic potential, the io
which were lost are input atzi immediately. Here the veloc
ity componentsv i andv' of ion at zi are given to be Max-
wellian with temperatureTi in the passing region in the ve
locity space by means of a random number.

On the assumption of the charge neutrality condition,
electron density is the same as the ion density, i.e.,ne(z)
5ni(z). The electrostatic potentialw(z) is determined by
the modified Boltzmann law given by Eq.~4!. In the simu-
lation, the electrostatic potential is given in advance, i
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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w(z)50. The test ions are distributed uniformly along t
axis ~i.e., along the magnetic field line axis! initially. Here
the mean temperature of initial test ions isTi at each axial
position, and each velocity component of test ions is giv
by random numbers. The motion of ions is followed in t
given electrostatic potential and the density is calculated
each ion position.14 The calculation of ion motions continue
until the steady state of ion density is realized.

The new electrostatic potential is calculated by the mo
fied Boltzmann law Eq.~4!, with the ion density in the stead
state in the old electrostatic potential profile. The ion mot
is traced again in the new electrostatic potential profile a
the ion density is accumulated after initialization until t
steady state of ion density is realized. The above procedu
repeated until the steady state of both ion density and e
trostatic potential profiles are realized.

The parameters used in the simulation are as follo
The magnetic field profile fromz5zb to z5zm is adopted in
the end mirror cell in the GAMMA10 tandem mirror,6 where
the axial lengthLz from the thermal barrierz5zb to the outer
mirror throatz5zm is Lz5120 cm. The temperaturesTfield

of the field ions and electrons, with which the test ions
ceive the Coulomb collision, are 100 eV. The number den
nfield , where the density of field ions is the same as tha
field electrons, isnfield 51011 cm23, which is uniform along
z. In this field plasma the deflection timetD is

tD5Ami

2

Tfield
3/2

pnfielde
4 ln L i i

. ~7!

Here lnLii is the Coulomb logarithm. The detailed procedu
to include the effects of Coulomb collisions on test ions
the Monte Carlo code will be found in Refs. 10–12. T
transit timet transit is defined ast transit[Lz3(Ti /mi)

21/2, i.e.,
is the time necessary for a thermal test ion to move fromz
5zb to z5zm , where species of ions is hydrogen. The d
flection time is tD.5.631023 s and the transit time is
t transit.1.231025 s in the above parameters.

The temperature of test ions is setTi5100 eV at z
5zi . The test ions escaping from the outer mirror throaz
5zm or lost ~radially! are input again immediately at th
inner mirror throatz5zi in the simulation.

In order to save computer time only the region fromz
5zb to z5zm is calculated. The test ions input atz5zi are
mapped atz5zb with a positive velocityv i on the assump-
tion of conservation of« andm during its flight fromz5zi to
z5zb . The test ions reached atz5zb with v i<0 is reflected
perfectly atz5zb if «<mBi1ew i , and is input again atz
5zi with Maxwellian velocity ofTi if «.mBi1ew i .

The algorithm of ion supply to the end-mirror ce
adopted in the Monte Carlo simulation is consistent with
present tandem mirror experiment, where the ions in the e
mirror cell are supplied from the central cell and esca
through the outer mirror throat or escape radially.

The electrostatic potential is setw i50 at z5zi . The
potentialwb at z5zb is given in advance as a boundary co
dition of the electrostatic potential and is not chang
through the simulation run. The potential profilew(z), there-
fore, is determined on the basis of its magnitude atz5zb .
Downloaded 04 Apr 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Figure 2 shows the steady state axial profiles of elec
static potential and ion density obtained by the Monte Ca
simulations. Clearly, a maximum point~plug point! in the
continuous saturated electrostatic potential profile is
served in Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c!. As pointed out in previ-
ous work,19 the electrostatic potential can be discontinuous
the maximum point of the electrostatic potential without a
dissipation, because the situation at the electrostatic pote
maximum is the same as that at a sheath poten
region.14,15,19An effect of Coulomb collision in the Monte
Carlo simulation prevents a sheath potential from forming
the maximum of an saturated axial electrostatic poten
profile.

Figure 2~a! is the case oft transit!t loss!tD , where ions
trapped in a magnetic mirror cell are lost faster than those
supplied by collisional filling from passing ions. The resu
that the density aroundz50 m is lower than the density
aroundz50.1 m in Fig. 2~a! comes from the reason why th
ion collisional filling from passing region is slower than th
loss from trapped region.

On the other hand, Fig. 2~c! is the case oftD&t transit

!t loss, where ions lost from the magnetic mirror cell a
supplied immediately by a collisional filling of passing ion
Therefore, the ion density is maximum atz50 m in Fig.
2~c!.

Although the ion density axial profiles change grea

FIG. 2. Axial profiles of test ion densityn and electrostatic potentialw
along magnetic fieldB in the steady state, which were obtained by Mon
Carlo simulation. Here~a! is tD /t transit54.53102, ~b! is tD /t transit51.5
3101, and~c! is the case oftD /t transit55.531021.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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according to the parameters oftD /t transitandt loss/t transit, the
electrostatic potential axial profiles do not change as mu
except for their magnitudes, in Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c!. The
passing ions have an average kinetic energy ofTi1ewb . The
electrostatic potential is formed along a magnetic field line
retard the axial motion of ions, which overcome the ele
trons’ electric force to maintain a charge neutrality conditi
in whole region of a magnetic mirror cell.

Figure 3 is the results of Monte Carlo simulation f
various parameters oftD and t loss. It is seen in Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b! that the magnitudes ofewp /Ti converge on the
same value in the region oftD /t transit&1 in each figure,
where the effects of Coulomb collisions dominate the effe
of ion loss on a time scale oft loss. In the Coulomb collision
the dominant regime over ion loss process, the ions acc
ated by the electrostatic potential differencewb from zi to zb

are hidden into the majority of ions trapped in a mirror c
electrostatically, as well as magnetically. Therefore, the m
nitude of e(wp2wb)/Ti is the same in both Figs. 3~a! and
3~b! in the region oftD /t transit&1.

In the ion loss dominant regime over Coulomb collisio
the majority of ions existing in the mirror cell is the passi
ions accelerated by the electrostatic potential fromzi to zb .
It is seen in Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c! that the magnitudes o
ewp /Ti with different t loss/t transit converge on the sam
value even in the region oftD /t transit@1, where the effects
of Coulomb collisions can be neglected. This physical me
ing is as follows. Coulomb collisions make the ion dens

FIG. 3. The dependence of maximum electrostatic potential heightwp on
the Coulomb collision timetD in the steady state obtained by Monte Car
simulation. Here~a! is ewb /Ti521, ~b! is ewb /Ti522, and~c! is the case
of ewb /Ti523.
Downloaded 04 Apr 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ni(z) smooth around the potential maximum, i.e
udw(z)/dzu,` at z5zp ,14 in the case of which the magni
tude of plug potential is determined by the charge neutra
condition of ions and electrons there. In the weak limit
collisions the ion density atz5zp is given by

ni~zp!5
1

2
nei expH 2

e~wp2w i !

Ti
J

@see Eq.~14! in Ref. 14#, wherenei[ne(zi) and charge neu-
trality conditionni(zi)5ne(zi) was used. On the other han
the electron densityne(zp) is given by

ne~zp!5nebFTe'

Tei
1S 12

Te'

Tei
D Bb

Bp
G21

expH e~wp2wb!

Tei
J

in Eq. ~4!. Therefore, the plug potential heighte(wp

2w i)/Ti approaches to

e~wp2w i !

Ti
52

e~w i2wb!

Tei1Ti
1S Tei

Tei1Ti
D

3 lnH FTe'

Tei
1S 12

Te'

Tei
D Bb

Bp
G nei

2neb
J , ~8!

in the weak limit of collisions, where Eq.~8! was obtained
by the charge neutrality conditionni(zp)5ne(zp) given
above.

As mentioned previously in this article, the electrosta
potential fromzb to zm is created by the ion kinetic energy
Therefore, the magnitude ofe(wp2wb)/Ti increases with the
electrostatic potential differencee(w i2wb)/Ti being larger
in the region oftD /t transit*102 of Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c!.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In the Monte Carlo calculation the field ions and ele
trons are assumed to be Maxwellian distributions with te
peratureTfield5100 eV. The axial densities of field ions an
electrons are assumed to be uniform along the axis,
nfield5const. In order to obtain the simulation results wi
different parameters oftD /t transit, the densitynfield of field
particles was changed. That is, the field temperatureTfield

and test ion temperatureTi input atz5zi were not changed
throughout this article. The test ions input atzi move along
the axis and receive Coulomb collisions with field particl
and/or radial loss through the Monte Carlo method, wh
lead to the non-Maxwellian test ions in the mirror cell wi
different temperature formTi and nonuniform axial density
profile as seen in Fig. 2. The electron distribution function
Eq. ~1!, was used to obtain the modified Boltzmann relati
Eqs. ~3! and ~4! in the non-Maxwellian. Therefore, strictly
speaking, the assumption that the field ions and electr
giving the Coulomb collisions with test ions are Maxwellia
is not consistent. However, in the very collisional regim
tD /t transit&1, the distribution function of test ions is almo
Maxwellian. On the other hand, in the collisionless regim
tD /t transit*102 there is no population of test ions in the lo
cone of v i,0. Therefore, the results of the Monte Car
simulation in this article cover the various collisional r
gimes of the ion distribution function, i.e., from loss con
distribution function to Maxwellian distribution function.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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There is a potential maximum in the limit of weak co
lisions in Fig. 3, that is, the plug potential is highest in t
limit of weak Coulomb collisions. The densities of ions a
electrons in the central cell are desired to be high for a fut
nuclear fusion and the densities in the plug/barrier e
mirror cells are required to be low for the high plug potent
formation in a tandem mirror. The present tandem mir
experiments are operated under the balance between
plasma density in the central cell and low plasma density
the plug/barrier mirror cells.

In summary, we have shown that the saturated elec
static potential is easily generated along a magnetic field
when the electron distribution deviates from Maxwellian a
ions are accelerated in advance atzb in Fig. 1. The Coulomb
collisions are required for the formation of a saturated el
trostatic potential, that is, are required in order that a ma
mum point of the electrostatic potential exists in the reg
zb,z,zm in Fig. 1.19 The results of this article have mad
clear that a saturated electrostatic potential can be create
a wide range of Coulomb collision frequencies. It is fou
that fewer Coulomb collisions make for a higher satura
electrostatic potential.
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